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Better scratch resistance & UV stability

The new woodgrains are a paint finished surface instead of the traditional surface bonded film.

They outperform films for scratch resistance. The images show scratches being made first into film and then our new painted finish.

After a clean the painted finish is almost good as new (left) ✔ whilst the film (right) ✗ shows the damage.

Not very scientific, we know, but you get the point.

The paint finish is also more UV stable over time, retaining colour for longer and less prone to the finish becoming “milky” in strong sunlight.
More wood-like

The paint finish has better graining so it looks more, well, like wood!

It means that from a distance, grain can be seen instead of appearing to merge into a solid colour, so kerb-appeal is greatly enhanced - customers will love it.
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A perfect match, no more compromises

Let’s face it, the flat colour frame legs and header that we supply to “complement” our wood effect doors are a compromise. Making frame legs and sections from surface film introduces stress marks at each bend so it’s not an option.

With our new painted finish there are no such limitations. Frame legs, headers and our 3-D covers and renovating angles no longer complement... ...they match!

Fitting part-within or within the opening now means an edge to edge matching finish, your customers will love it!
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Matching frame legs & header

Matching 3-D profiles & renovating angles

What about Winchester?

The Winchester finish continues to be supplied as decorative foil while stocks last and its frames and cover plates remain in complementing RAL colours (RAL 8014).